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Introduction
After the end of the Cold War and a period of Perestroika, the post 9/11 world ushered in once more a
period of Realpolitik in the international security environment. However, Russia’s prime minister and
former president Vladimir Putin appeared to have the foresight that Perestroika would not last: his
1997 Ph.D. dissertation at the St. Petersburg Mining Institute viewed the demise of the Soviet Union
as the ‘greatest catastrophe of the 20th century’ and argued for utilising the Russian resource sector to
once again reassert Russia’s imperial status.2
Indeed, under his leadership beginning in 19993, he has systematically established Gazprom and
energy as the bedrock of Russian foreign policy and power projection around the globe, and through
the bloc of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO),4 is asserting its power in the Eurasia region
spanning from the EU to Iran in the Middle East, to the Caspian Region/Central Asia and onto South
Asia and the Far East. Its foreign policy of weaponisation of energy is demonstrated by invasion of
Georgia in 2008 over the BTC pipeline that bypasses Russian control, cutting gas and oil supplies to
former Soviet Republics, dividing New Europe and Old Europe via bilateral energy deals with
Germany (e.g., Nord Stream), Italy (e.g., South Stream to undermine Nabucco5), at the expense of
Ukraine, Poland, Czech Republic, Belarus, etc.
Moreover, Russia has emphasised SCO interests over UNSC interests, and have, along with its SCO
partner China, consistently watered down UNSC sanctions against Iran (SCO observer member) and
DPRK6 nuclear issues. Given that China needs Iran’s energy, Russia needs Iran as a foothold into the
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Middle East, and Iran needs SCO membership to counter international isolation as well as Russia and
China’s UNSC votes, these SCO actors seem to act more cohesively within the SCO framework vis-àvis other regional and international organisations. With Iran’s recent calling for a SCO currency and
SCO bank7 to undermine U.S. and western influence, and SCO’s increasingly ambitious military
exercises and recent defence agreement with CSTO8, this emerging Eurasian economic and security
alliance will challenge NATO and western interests and thus bears watching.

Russian Energy Imperialism and the SCO
Russia appears to have a three-prong approach in re-asserting itself as an imperial power: energy,
financial/economic, and military.
Energy Weapon
As Marshall Goldman portrayed in Putin, power and the New Russia Petrostate9, he was privy to visit
Gazprom’s dispatching centre headquarter in Moscow, and witnessed the map covering 100-foot wall
of a room with a spiderweb-like maze of natural gas pipelines reaching from East Siberia west to the
Atlantic Ocean and from the Arctic ocean south to the Caspian and Black Seas. With a flick of a
switch these dispatchers could freeze entire countries and have indeed done so in the past with former
Soviet Union republics and most recently with Ukraine in January 2009.
Russia’s energy strategy is to create energy dependence via monopolistic control of pipelines and
acquisition of transit countries’ internal distribution network.10 For example, Gazprom offered to
cancel debt and charge lower prices if Ukraine, Armenia, Moldova, Georgia would give Gazprom
equity stake in their domestic pipeline networks. By owning the networks, Gazprom can maintain
monopoly control and economic rent.11
Due to the high sunk cost and entry barrier of building pipelines, there is rarely a second standing
pipeline from another supplier reserved for emergencies. As such, consumers tend to be locked into
long-term contracts and therefore dependency on a dominant supplier. Ronald Reagan understood the
vulnerability of monopoly tendencies in natural gas pipelines and tried to prevent USSR from building
them to W. Europe. In 1984 he asked Thatcher to stop the English firm, John Brown Engineering,
from selling Soviets the compressors they needed to move the gas through the pipeline from the
Urengoi natural gas field in West Siberia to Germany, but the efforts failed and the pipeline was
completed in 1985.12
Today, Germany imports 40% of its natural gas from Russia, the highest in any W. European country,
and is projected to reach 60% in the next decade.13 Despite EU’s efforts to foment a common energy
policy to decrease dependency, Russia has been effective with its “divide and conquer” strategy in
dividing Old and New Europe with lucrative bilateral deals with Germany, Italy, France that bypass
many transit countries in New Europe.14
Economic Weapon
In tandem with this energy prong of Russian strategy is weaponisation of currency and mercantilist
economic policies within the SCO framework. Iran has recently proposed to create an SCO currency
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and bank to strengthen intra-regional ties.15 Given that China has $2 trillion in foreign exchange
reserves16--the largest in the world—a move to a common currency (including reserves of 4 observer
members) would significantly reduce the influence of U.S. dollar and western currencies in the global
capital market. Additionally, Russian President Medvedev in a January 2009 visit to Uzbekistan also
called for a stronger SCO and increase economic ties with CIS’ Eurasian Economic Community
(EurAsEc) and CSTO.17 This emerging China-Iran-Russia axis has been noted and dubbed “that other
axis” by Asia Times Jephraim P. Gundzik, who wrote in 2005 that “Beijing’s increasingly close ties
with Moscow and Tehran will thwart Washington’s foreign policy goal of expanding U.S. security
footholds in the Middle East, Central Asia and Asia.”18
Military Weapon
Indeed the creeping militarisation of SCO and 2007 defence ties with CSTO merit further
investigation. Although not yet a military alliance, SCO is moving towards that trajectory as measured
by: (1) Increased security cooperation: (2) Increased CSTO-SCO ties; (3) Energy Security; and (4)
Connection with the West.19 Firstly, despite denials of the military nature of the SCO, in 2007 for the
first time a political summit (Bishtek 2007) was amalgamated with war games (Peace Mission 2007).
Hitherto defence ministers were the highest-ranking officials to participate in the military exercises;
the heads of states presence at the war game was perhaps signalling SCO’s determination to be in
command of regional security. This is further demonstrated by the increasingly ambitious nature of
SCO military exercises from bilateral to multilateral to joint all-SCO level.
Secondly, the concept of “military assistance” (e.g., attack against one is attack against all) may be
included in the SCO policy documents. In October 2007 SCO (a political-economic organisation)
signed defence agreements with CSTO (a political-military organisation). Because “military
assistance” is a key element of a mature security alliance such as CSTO, and because SCO signed a
defence agreement with a purely military organisation, there may be a pull of the SCO towards a more
military trajectory.20 This is tied into the increasing military aspects of energy security. Security
organisations tend to be involved in energy security such as guarding security of oil & gas pipelines
against terrorist attacks, protecting railway lines and deploying rapid reactions forces. In light of
SCO’s new cooperation with CSTO, this may lead to eventual standing of reaction forces in the near
future regarding energy security.
Finally, SCO is increasing ties with NATO—which has arrangements for cooperation with all SCO
states except China. Since the 1990s, NATO has had bilateral cooperation with five Central Asian
states within the Partnership for Peace (PfP) framework, as well as a special relationship with Russia
since 2002 called NATO-Russia Council.21 In November 2005 SCO developed a contact group in
Afghanistan and have had operational cooperation with NATO. It is looking to expand its military
operations westwards from Central Asia and may joint NATO with contingents in ISAF (International
Security Assistance Force) in Afghanistan.
The SCO is a formidable organisation that brings together almost half the world’s population
(including observers), with several nuclear weapons states (China, Russia, India, Pakistan and perhaps
Iran), and includes key energy exporters in Central Asia as well as some of the world’s fastest growing
economies. Because recent indicators point SCO towards a trajectory of mature security alliance, it
behooves the U.S. and EU to closely monitor this trend and hedge against Russia and Iran from using
it for anti-western policies.
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Russian Energy Imperialism in EU
In Europe, Russia is pursuing an aggressive “divide and conquer” strategy to prevent the EU from
fomenting a common energy policy and increase energy diversification. Germany is the top importer
while Italy follows behind. As such, Russia has partnered with Germany to build Nord Stream and
with Italy to build South Stream pipelines in order to control the flow of Russian and Central
European energy supply to W. Europe. Despite some pundits arguing that these two projects are based
on purely commercial reasons of supply and demand, in light of recent Russian invasion of Georgia
and gas supply cut-off to Ukraine, these two projects must also be examined within the security
dimension as they have important strategic implications for the U.S. and EU.
Nord Stream: Russian Military Presence & Intelligence Surveillance in the Baltic Region
The Nord Stream project in 2005 proposes two natural gas pipelines from Russia to Germany under
the Baltic Sea. Legally it is a Swiss company, but economically it is a joint venture between Russia,
Germany and Netherlands, driven by Russia geopolitical interests.22 Although it has invested €8
billion to the project, due to its lack of transparency, some experts project the cost may reach €10-15
billion.23 Additionally, there are negative implications for this proposed pipeline—increased EU
energy dependency on Russia, reduction of ability of small members to act as security providers in
region if energy security is undermined, and increased Russian military presence in the Baltic region.
Sweden for one fears the risk of Nord Stream as a catalyst for increased Russian military presence and
intelligence surveillance. Putin has proclaimed that during construction phase, Russia Baltic Sea Navy
would protect Nord Stream pipelines.24 Additionally, the risers and pipelines are excellent platforms
for sensors of various kinds—radars, hydro-acoustic systems and sonars to act as eyes and ears for
monitoring the system as well as intelligence surveillance. This would give Russia an intelligence
edge in the Baltic Sea concerning all air, surface, and sub-surface activities—especially around
Estonia, Finland, Sweden, and Denmark, and NATO members’ military exercises. This is a realistic
risk, given Russia’s past history of installing fiber optic cable along the Yamal pipeline without
informing the Polish government in advance.25
As such Sweden has insisted Nord Stream need approval of all countries whose territories will be
traversed by the pipeline. Should the Russians build pipelines without approval of countries in the
region, the Swedish military has drawn up plans and are fully prepared to sabotage the pipeline if and
when it is built.26
South Stream: Undermine Nabucco and EU Energy Diversification
South Stream is a project between Russian Gazprom and Italian Eni. If constructed, South Stream is
projected to be the most expensive pipeline at €12.8 billion and impact EU security relations.27 The
project was announced on 23 June 2007, in reaction to EU’s 2004 decision to focus on Nabucco for
energy diversification. When Russia cut off gas to Ukraine in January 2006, the project was elevated
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and included in European Commission’s Strategic Energy Review, released 10 January 2007, calling
for priority of energy supply diversification. Nabucco is non-Russian controlled and a direct Caspian
Sea-Middle East-EU southern gas corridor, and South Stream’s route is almost identical to Nabucco.
The pipeline has a planned capacity of 31 billion cubic metres to begin in Beregovaya, Russia, and
cross the Black Sea to Varna, Bulgaria. Both Nord Stream and Nabucco will bring gas to Austria’s
Baumgarten gas storage and distribution hub, a clearinghouse for gas coming to Europe. In January,
Austria’s OMV signed a deal giving Gazprom 50% ownership in Baumgarten and its trading floor,
and is leading efforts to bring Gazprom into the Nabucco project in order to undermine EU energy
diversification from Russia.28
Russia is also consolidating its control over energy sources elsewhere in Middle East and North Africa
(MENA countries). Russia and Iran had called for forming a gas cartel. While Russia, Qatar and Iran
hold 56% of the world’s gas reserves, with addition of Venezuela, Algeria and Libya the cartel would
have 2/3 of the world’s reserves. Indeed, Russia’s duplicitous stance in the UNSC is highlighted by
the 13 July 2008 energy partnership between Gazprom and Iran’s NIOC, at a time when Russia was
supposedly working with the U.S. and EU to ensure Iran has no room to manoeuvre in its nuclear
weapons ambitions.29
It also courted Turkey to be a participant in a Russian-Iranian partnership as the third investor to
develop Iran’s South Par gas field, which culminated in the November 2008 Turkey-Iran $12 billion
deal.30 Finally, in the Africa region, in March 2008 Italian Eni agreed to share with Gazprom its
development quotas for Libyan gas deposits.31 Eni holds LNG processing facilities in Libya and this
gives Gazprom control over another alternative European energy source.32 In April 2008, Putin
cancelled $4.5 billion Libyan debt and oversaw the signing of arms sales and joint ventures agreement
between Gazprom and Libyan National Oil Corporation. Gazprom is looking to control Libyan gas
and southern Mediterranean transit route that would further threaten Europe energy security, as well as
engaging in talks to pipe Nigerian gas to Europe across the Sahara Desert.33

Russia Energy Imperialism in Middle East
Iran as Foothold in the Middle East
Russia has longstanding interest in the Middle East, and a key Russia-Iran 1921 treaty stipulates that if
a country attacks Russia via Iran, Russia can invade Iran to counter this threat.34 In the 1980s Ariel
Sharon warned Americans the danger of USSR using Iran-Iraq war to enter Iran and taking over its
energy resources.35 Russian military intervention remains a plausible threat should the U.S. and Israel
conduct air-strikes against Iran’s nuclear installations, and even more so should Iran become a
member of the SCO. Moreover, Russians had planned to meddle in Israel during the June 1967 Six
Day War and flew Soviet photo-reconnaissance MiG-25 “Foxbat” aircrafts directly over the Dimona
reactor in May 1967.36 The Soviet Union engineered an operation to provoke Israel into war in order
to provide cover for Soviet destruction of Israel’s nuclear programme. Soviet nuclear-missile
submarines were poised off Israel’s shores, ready to strike back in case Israel already had a nuclear
device. However, the war was over so quickly within six days that the Soviets did not have the chance
to carry out its mission.37
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Despite Russia’s support of Iran, it is concurrently making overtures to moderate Arab states in the
region to allay their fears of a resurgent and possible nuclear Iran. Saudi Arabia and Iran have been
historical rivals for regional hegemony and throughout the Cold War Russo-Saudi relations were
chilly, but recently there has been a shift of Saudi Arabia towards Russia as evidenced in the 2007 $4
billion arms deal and increased shuttle diplomacy. 38 In the 1980s, CIA director William Casey worked
with the House of Saud to target Russian energy sector by flooding the market with cheap oil, thereby
weakening the Russian petro state’s economic power that was over 50% dependent on energy foreign
exchange earnings.39 As such, Russia appears to hedge itself against this risk and is courting many
traditional U.S. allies in the Middle East, especially Saudi Arabia and the GCC.40 And, it is
reinforcing this hedge with military power by establishing naval ports in the region.
Russian Naval Ports in the Middle East
In January 2009 Russia announced that it would establish navy bases in Syria, Libya and Yemen.41
The Syrian port of Tartus could be revived as during the Cold War, the Soviet navy had a permanent
presence in the Mediterranean and used Tartus as a supply point. The redeploying of the Russian
Black Sea Fleet to the Mediterranean may provide a deterrent to NATO forces, U.S. Sixth Fleet, and
may threaten the Suez Canal and Israel.42 These new ports would allow Russian navy to challenge
U.S. CENTCOM, U.S. EUCOM, and NATO. Tensions were high in August 2008 after Russian
invasion of Georgia when a build up of NATO and Russian naval forces were underway in the Black
Sea, and the expansion of Russian naval power via these new ports would escalate tensions in the
future. With Russia’s 1921 defence treaty to Iran and Iran’s 2004 defence treaty with Syria, these
three countries are bound to act collectively against aggression to any one of them. Should Iran join
the SCO as a member, the U.S., EU and NATO members would need to consider not only countering
aggression by either one of these three, but also other members in their collective security alliance.
Given Iran’s persistent threat to annihilate Israel and Russian backing with nuclear technology and
arm sales to Iran, some pundits have argued for Israel to join NATO as a deterrent against aggression.
The case is more compelling given Israel’s recent discovery of massive natural gas reserves offshore
near Haifa43 and potential oil reserves onshore by Haifa44, which could entice Russian invasion due to
Russia’s own energy depletion45 and attempts to seek new reserves by staking territorial claims:
August 2007 claim in the Arctic region46; 2008 claim to Sergei’s Courtyard (former KGB base) in
Jerusalem47; August 2008 invasion of Georgia over BTC pipelines that bypass Russian control48;
38
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ongoing territorial disputes with Japan over the Kurile Islands. Given Russia’s pattern of aggressive
territorial claims the past years and Iran’s consistent belligerence and support of Hamas and Hezbollah
against Israel, Israel has in fact entered into strategic partnership with NATO and held joint military
exercises since February 2005.49
However, there remain obstacles and reservations about Israel joining NATO as a full member, due to
their doctrine of self-reliance and freedom of military action, which would be encroached upon in a
collective security arrangement.50 Nonetheless, the notion of free democracies such as Israel,
Australia, Japan, South Korea joining NATO to form an arc of freedom to counter emerging threats
from totalitarian and rogue regimes continues to be debated and while viewed with reservation by
Israel, may be more receptive in Asia.

Russian Energy Imperialism in Asia
Russian Energy Diplomacy in East Asia
Russia is interested in using energy security as an anchor to assert itself as a regional hegemon in the
Asia Pacific via oil & gas resources51 in the Russia Far East (RFE). RFE consists of 40% of Russia
landmass but only 10% of its population. Over the years there has been a trend of RFE integration
into Northeast Asia and disintegration from the rest of Russia that in 2006 Putin described the situation
in RFE as “a threat to national security” and stressed the need “to invest money in the Far East”.52
Regional unrest is most recently demonstrated by violent protests in Vladivostok on 31 January 200953
and officials admitting that RFE is “completely cut off from the rest of Russia” and must “orient
itself” to Asian countries rather than to European Russia. RFE imports 90% of goods from Asian
countries and there is a trend the area may become a raw material supplier for China and Japan.54 As
such, Russia is attempting to reverse this trend by using energy projects to anchor the RFE and supply
energy goods to Asian consumers such as China, Japan, South Korea and Taiwan. It is hoping to tie
East Asia, RFE and the rest of European Russia together via the Iron Silk Road, which would connect
the Trans-Siberian Railway to the Trans-Korean Railway to supply European goods as well as energy
exports. Moreover, it is also offering incentives such as interest-free loans for Russians to settle in the
RFE.
However, Russian energy diplomacy in East Asia is still fraught with many obstacles. Oil & gas
exploration and production in the greenfield province of East Siberia is expensive due to harsh
climatic condition, lack of infrastructure, investment, and western technologies. The East Siberian
Pacific Ocean Pipeline (ESPO) that would ensure Russian oil supply to China has faced considerable
delays.55 Even if the pipeline is launched, Russia cannot easily supply Korea and China with gas due
to lack of regional grid in East Asia.56
Given Russia’s end goal of asserting itself in East Asia via energy resources, and the obstacles facing
RFE’s near-term energy delivery to East Asian consumers, Russia appears to resort to other means to
access and control energy resources for East Asia—e.g., “lock in” long-term bilateral deals with
5 October 2008. Many fear this would set a precedent for additional land claims by Russia, including land with oil & gas
reserves.
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Central Asian energy exporters and asserting control over energy supply; aligning with Iran and
courting other Middle East suppliers via ‘arms for energy’ policy; aggressive territorial claims in
Arctic Region; forming SCO Energy Club in 2007 and proposing a gas cartel to control supply and
coordinate prices. With the increasing militarisation of Russia’s energy policy and alignment of
totalitarian regimes in the Eurasian SCO bloc, this has important security implications for U.S. and its
allies in the region.
U.S. Alliance Relations and NATO Global Partnership
It is no coincidence that in August 2005 SCO kicked off their first joint military exercises in
Vladivostok in RFE, underscoring Russia’ concern with RFE secession and China’s angst over Taiwan
independence under the then pro-independence President Chen Shui-Bian.57 In fact China had
proposed Zhejiang province across from Taiwan as the site for the military exercise, but when the
Russians rejected it as being provocative, they concurred to hold it in Shandong province.58
The Taiwan contingency is a key flash point for military clashes in East Asia, especially in light of
rapid Chinese military modernisation and a recent report by U.S. State Department’s International
Security Advisory Board (ISAB), chaired by former Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz,
illuminating the strategic significance of Taiwan in both China and U.S. geopolitical calculus.59 Given
that SCO is a proxy to advance China and Russian interests and the 2000 Dushanbe Declaration has
specific wording to establish formal support for China regarding “One China Principle,” there is a
possibility in a Taiwan scenario for the U.S., under the Taiwan Relations Act, to be drawn into conflict
with China and perhaps Russia, Kazakhstan and other SCO members.60 Indeed Victor Corpus, a
retired brigadier general and former chief of the U.S. intelligence service in the Philippines, provides
an eerie prediction of war resulting from a Taiwan contingency and how SCO allies could become
involved. Corpus writes:
“On yet another major front in Central Asia, Russian troops lead the other member countries of the
SCO into a major offensive against US military bases in Central Asia. The bases are first subjected to
a simultaneous barrage of missiles with fuel-air explosives and electromagnetic pulse (EMP) warheads
before they are overrun and occupied by SCO coalition forces.”61
The increasing militarisation of the SCO bloc has strategic implications for U.S. alliance relations in
East Asia—Japan’s territorial disputes with China over Senkaku Islands and with Russia over Kurile
Islands, the nuclear crisis on the Korean Peninsula, territorial disputes in the South China Sea are flash
points that will potentially draw China, Russia and their SCO allies against U.S. and her allies. In face
of creeping SCO projection onto Asia Pacific region and an emerging bloc of totalitarian regimes,
some scholars have proposed the U.S. and her allies counter this bloc by aligning various bilateral
defence alliances into NATO Global Partnership.
With the upcoming NATO summit in Strasbourg and Kehl in April 2009, this would be a good
possibility to review criteria of new members. As Eckart von Klaeden, the Foreign Policy Spokesman
for Chancellor Merkel’S CDU party posit, it is important to expand NATO relations with partners in
Asia who have already contributed troops to the ISAF mission in Afghanistan and admit democratic
like-minded countries such as Japan, India, Australia etc. to the fold.62 And, India is a key country for
NATO’s mission and reach onto the Indian Ocean.
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The Prize: India in the Indian Ocean
Both NATO and SCO are courting India due to its geo-strategic significance in the Indian Ocean.
India is an observer member in the SCO and in the past has been represented by its energy minister to
discuss energy deals. At the same time NATO is also cooperating with India with hopes for its
entering into a Partnership arrangement.
The Indian Ocean is an important region as it is home to U.S. naval base Diego Garcia and naval
power projection to secure energy SLOCS from the Middle East to Asia. The U.S. has been
encouraging India to forge partnership with NATO and in October 2008 NATO’s Standing Naval
Maritime Group was deployed to the Indian Ocean to address the problems of piracy. 63 In 2007, after
the Malabar Exercise encompassing, U.S. India, Japan, Singapore and Australia, India was invited for
the first time to participate in the 2008 U.S.-NATO Red Flag war games.64
Indeed, without India, NATO’s partnership in the Indian Ocean region would be limited. India has
traditionally been a non-aligned nation, but should Russia use energy to bring India into full SCO
membership at a time when SCO is on a trajectory of increased militarisation (e.g., CSTO-SCO ties,
increasingly aggressive military exercises), it could become bound by an eventual SCO ‘mutual
assistance’ clause to the detriment of U.S., EU and NATO interests.
Two days after NATO deployed its naval forces to the Indian ocean in October 2008, Russia
scrambled to project influence onto the region when Moscow stated that a missile frigate from
Russia’s Baltic fleet was already heading to the Indian Ocean “to fight piracy off Somalia’s coast,”
and shortly afterwards the Upper House of the Russia Parliament announced plans to resume its
Soviet-era naval presence in Yemen.65
It also announced intentions to return to its naval base in Socotra Archipelago, located off the Horn of
Africa.66 The Socotra base was established by the Soviet Union in 1971, and the location is expected
to play a role in fighting piracy due to the ability to use small vessels, trawlers and other boats of
minor rank as well as providing a reliable logistics system for major ships to allow operations in the
Indian Ocean.
Given the recent Kyrgyzstan decision, under Russian pressure, to close the Manas airbase67, Russian
military projection via the Horn of Africa into the Indian Ocean may likewise jeopardise U.S.
Counterterrorism efforts. The Horn of Africa is watched through U.S. AFRICOM headquartered in
Germany, and Djibouti hosts the Combined Joint Task Force-Horn of Africa. With Russian inroads
into the Horn of Africa via the Socotra base and new defence cooperation with Somalia68, its former
Cold War ally, this pattern of recruiting allies whose interests diverge from those of the U.S. risk
bringing Russo-U.S. relations onto a collision course in the region.
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Conclusion
Over the past years the world has witnessed a disquieting trend of Russia’s weaponisation of its energy
policy to reassert itself as a global superpower. Admittedly the recent global financial crisis has
knocked that off course for the moment, but this is likely to be temporary. After Russian invasion of
Georgia, Moscow’s stock market plummeted by more than 50% since its highs in May 2008, and
Russia’s strong dependence on energy export revenues and speculative investments render its
economy very volatile.69 Given Putin’s goal of increasing military budget by 28% within the next year
and modernising its military70, its current economic and budget woes may hinder that ambition.
Nonetheless, despite the financial crisis, defence orders remain strong. According to data revealed by
deputy prime minister Sergei Ivanov, Russia earned more than $8 billion in arms sales in 2008, with
$33 billion more in the pipeline.71 It is to resume arms sales to Lebanon, intensify defence cooperation
with Saudi Arabia, and compete with British, U.S. and French defence contractors for orders from
Lebanon, Algeria and elsewhere. It is also looking to increase intra-regional trade of SCO and CSTO
members and create a new economic architecture to maintain its economic and military power.72
Sino-Russian bilateral trade reached $50 billion in 200873, and given that China provides a large
energy and trade export market for Russia, in the medium and long-term Russia may be able to ride
out the current financial crisis and continue on its military modernisation and strategic ambition.
Although SCO is not yet a mature security alliance, under Russian lead it is moving towards that
trajectory—aggressive military exercises, agreement with CSTO (a purely military alliance), and
possible “military assistance” clause in SCO policy. The U.S and her allies therefore need to monitor
the close nexus between energy security and military alliances as manifested through SCO-CSTO ties,
and put in place countermeasures to safeguard against Russia-China-Iran axis from using SCO for
anti-western policies.
To that end, the U.S. and EU need to work together to reduce Russian energy dependency and seek
diversification via non-Russian controlled pipelines, renewables, conservation/efficiency measure as
well as alternative geographic suppliers from West Africa, Canada, and elsewhere.
Additionally, U.S., EU and Asian allies should strengthen NATO enlargement to include democratic
countries as a deterrent against Russia’s “divide and conquer” strategy of bilateral energy deals to
undermine regional common energy policy.
Despite cultural, historical, geographic and linguistic differences in Europe and Asia, like-minded
democratic countries should be able to come together and cooperate towards a higher goal and stand
against global ambitions of totalitarian regimes. The SCO is an organisation that is able to override
vast ethnic, religious, and cultural diversity of member countries united by their common goal of
energy security; there is no reason why an “axis of democracy” in Asia and Europe partnered with
NATO cannot emerge and stand for similar values of freedom of commerce and navigation, liberty
and democratic values.
***
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